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the first thing that youll notice about cyberun is that this game is pretty dang old. it released in 1999, which is a good 10 years ago already. which is kind of strange because cyberun comes across as a modern game, despite being a few years old. but that’s the charm of cyberun. it feels like it was made today, and as such, it is a
modern game. as mentioned in the intro, the game has been receiving a fair bit of attention, mostly negative attention, since it was announced. people are complaining that cyberun is just another walled-off fps, that has been seen in the past a thousand times. and no, there is no similarity between this game and goldeneye or

perfect dark. although the game is just called cyberun, it isnt a first person shooter. it is a first person shooter, but its a different style of first person shooter. the game is set up in a 3rd person perspective, but it requires players to use a first person view to see through walls. it looks much more like a thief game than a goldeneye
game, and i think that the game would have been much more appealing if it wasnt a watered down version of goldeneye with walls. while i think its a shame that the donkey kong collection is so incomplete, i also do think that there is a reasonable chance of seeing the collection completed, as long as gge and the oewg can act in a
more decisive manner. this, of course, will require action from the oewg itself. to assist you in finishing the missing cyberun, weve listed some of the donkey kong tracks below. it would be nice to see other members of the community finish the collection. i know that will happen eventually, but i suspect that a lot of work needs to be

done to get that time line.
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the inclusion of the game on rare replay feels like a wasted opportunity. it may very well have been at one point, but its inclusion on the collection was a mistake. the inclusion of duck hunt was similarly unfortunate. **** spoiler ***** battletoads is clearly the standout game in the collection. its a fun game with great presentation,
solid mechanics, and a solid plot. that said, its a little too easy, and its just not as complex as super mario world. it is still worth checking out though. one game that i knew wouldnt be in the collection was conker's bad fur day. conker in his day was a furry, and in his final game we find him on a quest to get rid of his fur. the game was

a critical success and was nominated for a bafta award for best game, but it wasnt exactly a big seller, and a sequel wasnt made. the list goes on and on. goldeneye: rogue agent is probably not included because it was a spin-off from goldeneye, and perfect dark zero is probably not included because it was not a good game, or
because it was a prequel. there are probably many other explanations, but it does boil down to games that are not in the collection due to not fitting with the idea of rare replay. i could go on for hours about why each and every game that isnt in the collection isnt in the collection, but what are some more games you would like to see

in the collection? i have a few ideas about what games should be in the collection, and i will be updating this post as i uncover more games. its probably safe to assume that i will only be adding the games that have a reasonable chance of being included, so that doesnt mean i will be adding every game i find. there are a ton of
games that i would love to be part of rare replay, but theres only so many places to list them. 5ec8ef588b
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